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Enclosed is what I'm sending the editor of outlook in response to his call 

that truth and fact be ignored about the MAC assassination and its official in 

vestigations. That is what "consensus" tlat 'awald lieu the lone-nut assassin 

requireol 

The Post, in cammon with just about all ourmodia, has bad a policy with 

regard. to the assassination I do not eapocklA to change. But I ti.ink you should 

be aw4re of what hiatory will record aboutost and the assassination and its 

investigations. 

Th.: media screamed bloody murder when the telecasting of the Simpsons trial 
,riatraaa-moi.arn 

was discontinued but it had not the slightest complaint when the official 

vostigation was completoty secret even though if Oswald bad not been killod the 

trial and all the claimed evidence would have been public. 

If the media had not accepted being kept out of all the procodings the 

Warren port would have been imnossoble. 

As would what hairooned to the determined objections ofacissell and 

°open. and, according to both of than, bf ualo 	.6oggs, too. Can you 

im,ine tha and of dirty tricksy by the general counsel (at the least) of a 

Presidential COITUIrthriiO3). on its members?And media silence about that, too? 

You. may not have thought of it tlEs way, and certainly the Post has not, but 

the assassination ca: any Preaident is a do facto coup d'etat. And out media 

accosts that? Via. more than 30 years now? 

And the most can bring itself to mark the 33td anniversary of it with 

this Rand of childish "think-piece" which is not that at all. There is no 

real thought in it. 

Sorgt my typing can't be any better. The enclosures are witlithe copy to 

Outlook only. There is enormolfsly moropike 

I think it is interestin# thaf Norely is critical of the media, including the 

Post for not reviewing. the cheap, ignorant, unfactual, sensation-seeking of the 

La Fontaines but had not a word to say about the totality of refusing to mention 

my last two books of which he knows, qtlaciaggell and NEVE:1 /111./ MI! But then the 

Post ha managed not to teview any of my 10 books beginning with the first on 

tio assassination and. its investigation. 

Not one of those uany of wilom I have been critical has written to complain 

of unfairness to him or about any claim of inaccuracy. I am al 	hose who 

have written on the subject who used the official evidence cal& Sincerely, 


